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A fantasy action RPG. It is a game that has redefined the genre. Adventure RPGs are a genre within
RPGs that have the most unique feature of letting the player develop their character and use their
own ideas as the main content of the game. From the beginning, we decided that we would put an
emphasis on the way the world was built. We decided that we would never impose a predetermined
story on players. The freedom to play how you want is a value we have always considered very
important. An expansive world full of possibilities is a treasure to be discovered. We also didn’t want
to pander to the habits of people with an eye on stock formulas. For this reason, we had to think very
carefully before we were able to decide what kind of story we would tell with this game. In the end,
we decided to tell a story about the individual Elden Lords and an evil Elden Lord. An interesting
story that takes place in a world full of many possibilities. Players will lead their character through a
multilayered story told in fragments. A story with a narrative, leaving the conclusion open from the
beginning, will be full of choices. These choices will lead to different endings. As you clear the game
and find the answers to the many mysteries that lie in the Lands Between, the characters will slowly
change depending on the choices that you make. ABOUT TERA™ GAME A $10 billion fantasy action
RPG with over four million players around the world. The world we have created is unique to TERA. In
the game, we have combined the resources of both fantasy-based games and MMORPGs to create a
world that players have never seen before. We have given freedom to players to be able to freely
choose the appearance of their character and create their own path. Using our own revolutionary in-
game combat system, you can freely develop your own style of play and customize your own play
experience. Additionally, we created an online action RPG set in a fantasy world where you can
interact with others directly and experience a variety of content. In this way, we have achieved the
highest level of freedom with the setting of the game to date. ABOUT Larian Studios Founded in
1992 by Matthieu Lineage in Montpellier, France, Larian Studios focuses on creating original, fantasy-
driven, action-RPGs. Its games have won numerous awards, including Game of the Year in 2012 and
the prestigious

Elden Ring Features Key:
A vista full of excitement! Discover a vast world where open fields and huge dungeons interconnect
with a variety of situations.
Limitless Freedom of Customization With a myriad of weapons, armor, and magic at your disposal,
you can freely build the character of your dreams!
A Custom Online Play that Loosely Connects You to Others Experience the game through your own
gameplay while interconnecting with other players and making friends online.
Customization of Character, Battle System, World Map, and Beauty Character
Innovation: A major strength in addition to customization

Elden Ring Official Website:
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Figure : A Secret Weapon?      A Mage's Training Course
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